2013 vw jetta brakes

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems reported for the Jetta. The
brake did not apply. After the car was parked and was in "r" reverse , the brake pedal was
pressed but the car did not stop. In the middle of driving on the highway, the car spontaneously
shut down electrically, as if a fuse shorted, almost all dashboard lights turned on, the steering
wheel locked up, and the brakes went unresponsive, nearly causing a collision. Once the car
came to a complete stop, it was turned off in an attempt to regain control. After turning the car
back on, the same dashboard lights remained illuminated, and the car wouldn't go more than
40mph, creating another accident risk during the remainder of the drive home. Hybrid module
work shop warning. The car has now power breaks when this happens. The car under performs
when the electric drive does not work. No power brakes add to the problems. My car has been
repaired 2 times for the same problem. It a drive ability and safety issue. Vw has not been
helpful with a solution. I was driving and my car stayed going at the speed I was driving it would
not exhilarate or brake it stayed frozen for a couple of minutes. My car displays no problems on
the dash, there are no lights on but when I am driving the car stalls and sometimes just shuts
off locking my brakes and steering. Usually happens when the car is going under 20mph. After
it shuts of I have to put it in park to restart and it restarts without a problem. I went through
some water not much andthen when I came to a stop light I stoped the car. After less than a
minute of being stoped the car stalled and the battery light came on. The battery is new and I
just purchased this car in deember and it is a year model I have never had any issues until now.
I went to turn a corner and the light came back on, car stalled, and steering became very tight. I
am not sure what this issue is, but the car is only about a year old if even that. Very frustrating.
Attempted to use my brake pedal and it didn't stop the car. Upon the second or third pump, it
did finally engage. This delay in the brake caused me to run a stop sign. I was lucky no one was
around. The contact rented a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated that while driving at low
speeds and attempting to stop for traffic, the braking system failed to engage and caused the
brake pedal to become stuck to the floorboard. The contact crashed into the rear of another
vehicle. There were no injuries and no police report. The manufacturer was not made aware of
the failure. The vehicle was repaired. The failure and current mileage was 13, The VIN was not
available. When driving my Jetta in "s" sport selection on the transmission on a surface street I
came to a red light. I started braking and the brakes felt spongy and unresponsive. I tried
pressing on the brake pedal with more force but was not getting much braking response. The
vehicle took a very long distance to respond compared to its response time when in "d" drive
selection on the transmission. Lucky I am an early barker and there was not a car in front of me
so the vehicle only went into the intersection a short distance before it stopped. When finally at
a stop I kept steady pressure on the brake pedal. After a few seconds of being at a complete
stop I noticed the brake pedal was sinking towards the floor board. It felt like it does when you
are bleeding air out of the lines. While at the stop the brake pedal sank further, at first slowly,
and then with one final quick movement the brake pedal sank completely to the floor board of
the car. The only time I have ever experienced this type of brake activity is with older cars when
one is preforming the task of bleeding the brakes. If I had been tapped from behind the car
would have been sent into the intersection. During this incident I noticed that the tachometer
was running at rpm even though the car was at a "complete", or better stated, the brake was
pressed all the way to the floor, with no additional braking pressure available. I feel very unsure
and unsafe when I go to use my brakes and have to allow several extra car lengths in front of
me to ensure that I am able to stop the vehicle in time. The contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta.
While driving 85 mph, the electrical board became inoperable and the brakes seized. All of the
indicators on the instrument panel illuminated. The engine stalled and the vehicle was towed.
The dealer stated that the safety pin that was connected to the electrical board was not fully
engaged. The vehicle was not repaired and the manufacturer was notified. The VIN was
unavailable. The approximate failure mileage was 3, Car Problems. Service Brakes problem 1.
Service Brakes problem 2. Service Brakes problem 3. Service Brakes problem 4. Service Brakes
problem 5. Service Brakes problem 6. Service Brakes problem 7. Service Brakes problem 8.
Service Brakes problem 9. Service Brakes problem Other Service Brakes related problems of
the Volkswagen Jetta. Service Brakes problems Brakes Failed problems. Brake Drum Wheel
Cylinder problems. If it does not work properly, it can put you in a situation where you can be
injured or killed. There are quite a few different situations that can cause a caliper to stick. One
of the most common causes of sticking brakes is caliper bolts. These bolts have to hold the
caliper in place, while at the same time allowing for some movement. Brake caliper bolts are
protected by a rubber boot. This rubber boot protects them from the elements and assures that
they stay lubricated. Replacing these bolts is not very challenging. If something gets into these
slides, the pads may not disengage from the rotor all the way. This problem is often caused by

bad shims or junk getting in the way. When this happens, the pads are almost certainly going to
be worn incorrectly. As you replace the shims and clean everything up, go ahead and replace
the pads too. These pistons have a rubber seal around them. This seal can go bad and the
piston will start to lose its free movement. If this is the case, the caliper will almost always need
to be replaced. They may appear to be fine on the outside, but can break apart and collect
debris on the inside. When this happens, it effectively traps pressure in the line. This keeps the
brakes from releasing all of the way, and they stick as a result. Replacing the hose is easy. We
recommend if you have to do one, you may as well do all of them. If something has pushed a
metal brake line into the chassis it can cause a crimp. Most of the time, this is done by someone
with a floor jack really not paying attention to what they are doing. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! This process leaves them unable
to stop your Jetta as efficiently as they once did. It also produces a rather strong smell. So if it
is on the passenger side, your Jetta will feel like it is steering in that direction. Crimped Brake
Line If something has pushed a metal brake line into the chassis it can cause a crimp. See the
Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint?
Braking is very unpredictable nearly causes an accident daily. Very dangerous. Dealer says this
is normal. Add Complaint. Consumer writes in regards to unintended acceleration when
applying brakes. The consumer stated the while attempting to parallel park, upon applying the
brakes, the vehicle accelerated into a parked vehicle. They said that was normal that all hybrids
did that.. Not trying to fight with anyone at the time my girl was upset and didn't want to pay
another for this warranty that we told fixed anything on this car.. So they promised me a new
tire and gave me a platinum extended warranty packet sent us on are way. Also include was the
vechiles had light damage to it nothing major I'm really frustrated here with Volkswagen it
seems like every since the beginning of the year January the car's been in the shop more than
I've been at the doctor. At first it was the water pump for the turbo they had to be replaced then
two weeks after I got that repaired it was the brake sensor then a week after that it was the
vacuum pump for the brakes, and the work doesn't stop from there it seems like from there I
had to get a repair kit it's a seal that goes between the transmission and the engine including
the dual clutch for the hybrid and engine transmission. I have filed several complaints with
Volkswagen of America to have the car replaced buy them and they continue to deny left and
right saying that I should be going through the warranty repairs. It seems like no matter what
repairs are done to have the transmission repaired and miles later the same problem occurs
there's definitely a safety concern there in the safety concern is that I can't drive far enough or
take a small little vacation with the family without having some type of concerned if my vehicles
in it died in the middle of the road. The brakes constantly squeal when braking. I have
complained to South coast santa ana VW 3 times and brought the car in and they insist there is
nothing wrong with the brakes and that it's just part of the material they manufacture the brakes
with. They claim that the squealing is normal and caused by brake dust. The result of the faulty
brakes is loss in stopping power. The car also has been lunging or what feels like slipping gears
when I accelerate or decelerate. It 's a sudden loss of power when driving on both surface
streets and stop and go traffic that creates an unsafe driving condition. The condition seems to
persist more when starting from a cold start. Volkswagen South coast dealer in santa ana
claims to be unable to replicate the issue, but I have been able to replicate it countless times as
well as other drivers. At 45 miles per hour on a four lane street the engine turned off. The car
continued to function on lithium ion battery with epc and battery icons lit, until the charge went
to zero and all electrical functions including gauges ceased. The car was dead but rolling. I had
a quarter mile with no traffic in front of me to stop, luckily I did 15 feet before a red light at an
intersection. After missing two lights I was able to restart and drive with diminished
performance little power to my dealership that was 1 mile away. This is not how my service
invoice was written up. In writing they put "stalled at light". I am attaching an email from the
service manager stating that no problems could be found. On the freeway, I slammed on the
brakes, as there was an accident in front of me, and the regenerative brakes did not activate
when slamming on the brakes. The standard ABS disk brakes, without regenerative braking, are
not sufficient enough to stop the vehicle in an emergency instance such as this. This is either
an issue with the regenerative brakes initializing when they are needed which is a known issue
with the hybrid model of the Volkswagen jetta , or the standard anti-lock disk brakes not being
sufficient enough to stop the car according to the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards and
regulations by the us department of transportation. The standard that this vehicle fails is:
"standard no. Hello, the brakes on the new Jetta hybrid are very difficult to control. When I told
my dealer, I was told that the brakes behaved as intended. A google search for "Jetta hybrid
brakes feel weird" showed multiple reports on strange behaving brakes. I think this is a safety
issue. I cannot come to a smooth, steady stop. Either it is too fast or too slow and I have to slam

on the brakes at the end. I think VW should be required to make the brakes on the Jetta hybrid
safer and retrofit vehicles already on the road. Thank you for your consideration. See the Back
button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Hybrid
module work shop warning. The car has now power breaks when this happens. The car under
performs when the electric drive does not work. No power brakes add to the problems. My car
has been repaired 2 times for the same problem. It a drive ability and safety issue. VW has not
been helpful with a solution. Add Complaint. My 18 year was driving the car down a side street
when the brake pedal went to the floor and the car wouldn't stop. She was able to avoid hitting
anything or anybody by pulling to the side and allowing the car to drift to a stop. The car has
approximately miles and just came out of warranty less than 9 months prior to incident. Car was
towed to a VW dealer where it was discovered the master brake cylinder had failed. VW insists
this is not a chronic problem on their vehicles despite the fact that complaints of exactly this
problem are prevalent on the internet. I was driving and my car stayed going at the speed I was
driving it would not exhilarate or brake it stayed frozen for a couple of minutes - Helotes, TX,
USA. My car displays no problems on the dash, there are no lights on but when I am driving the
car stalls and sometimes just shuts off locking my brakes and steering. Usually happens when
the car is going under 20mph. After it shuts of I have to put it in park to restart and it restarts
without a problem. The contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. While driving 15 mph, the brakes
failed and the contact's vehicle rear ended the preceding vehicle. The air bags failed to deploy.
The contact was not injured and a police report was filed. The vehicle was taken to a certified
independent mechanic and the body damage was repaired. In addition, when the vehicle was in
park or reverse, it would jerk. The manufacturer was not notified of the failures. The
approximate failure mileage was 43, While driving 85 mph, the electrical board became
inoperable and the brakes seized. All of the indicators on the instrument panel illuminated. The
engine stalled and the vehicle was towed. The dealer stated that the safety pin that was
connected to the electrical board was not fully engaged. The vehicle was not repaired and the
manufacturer was notified. The VIN was unavailable. The approximate failure mileage was 3, I
went through some water not much andthen when I came to a stop light I stopped the car. After
less than a minute of being stopped the car stalled and the battery light came on. The battery is
new and I just purchased this car in December and it is a year model I have never had any
issues until now. I went to turn a corner and the light came back on, car stalled, and steering
became very tight. I am not sure what this issue is, but the car is only about a year old if even
that. Very frustrating. Attempted to use my brake pedal and it didn't stop the car. Upon the
second or third pump, it did finally engage. This delay in the brake caused me to run a stop
sign. I was lucky no one was around. The contact rented a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated
that while driving at low speeds and attempting to stop for traffic, the braking system failed to
engage and caused the brake pedal to become stuck to the floorboard. The contact crashed into
the rear of another vehicle. There were no injuries and no police report. The manufacturer was
not made aware of the failure. The vehicle was repaired. The failure and current mileage was 13,
The VIN was not available. When driving my Jetta in "S" sport selection on the transmission on
a surface street I came to a red light. I started braking and the brakes felt spongy and
unresponsive. I tried pressing on the brake pedal with more force but was not getting much
braking response. The vehicle took a very long distance to respond compared to its response
time when in "D" drive selection on the transmission. Lucky I am an early barker and there was
not a car in front of me so the vehicle only went into the intersection a short distance before it
stopped. When finally at a stop I kept steady pressure on the brake pedal. After a few seconds
of being at a complete stop I noticed the brake pedal was sinking towards the floor board. It felt
like it does when you are bleeding air out of the lines. While at the stop the brake pedal sank
further, at first slowly, and then with one final quick movement the brake pedal sank completely
to the floor board of the car. The only time I have ever experienced this type of brake activity is
with older cars when one is performing the task of bleeding the brakes. If I had been tapped
from behind the car would have been sent into the intersection. During this incident I noticed
that the tachometer was running at RPM even though the car was at a "complete", or better
stated, the brake was pressed all the way to the floor, with no additional braking pressure
available. I feel very unsure and unsafe when I go to use my brakes and have to allow several
extra car lengths in front of me to ensure that I am able to stop the vehicle in time. So how do
you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. Consumer writes in regards to unintended acceleration when applying brakes.
The consumer stated the while attempting to parallel park, upon applying the brakes, the vehicle
accelerated into a parked vehicle. They said that was normal that all hybrids did that.. Not trying

to fight with anyone at the time my girl was upset and didn't want to pay another for this
warranty that we told fixed anything on this car.. So they promised me a new tire and gave me a
platinum extended warranty packet sent us on are way. Also include was the vechiles had light
damage to it nothing major The brakes constantly squeal when braking. I have complained to
South coast santa ana VW 3 times and brought the car in and they insist there is nothing wrong
with the brakes and that it's just part of the material they manufacture the brakes with. They
claim that the squealing is normal and caused by brake dust. The result of the faulty brakes is
loss in stopping power. The car also has been lunging or what feels like slipping gears when I
accelerate or decelerate. It 's a sudden loss of power when driving on both surface streets and
stop and go traffic that creates an unsafe driving condition. The condition seems to persist
more when starting from a cold start. Volkswagen South coast dealer in santa ana claims to be
unable to replicate the issue, but I have been able to replicate it countless times as well as other
drivers. Search CarComplaints. At 45 miles per hour on a four lane street the engine turned off.
The car continued to function on lithium ion battery with epc and battery icons lit, until the
charge went to zero and all electrical functions including gauges ceased. The car was dead but
rolling. I had a quarter mile with no traffic in front of me to stop, luckily I did 15 feet before a red
light at an intersection. After missing two lights I was able to restart and drive with diminished
performance little power to my dealership that was 1 mile away. This is not how my service
invoice was written up. In writing they put "stalled at light". I am attaching an email from the
service manager stating that no problems could be found. On the freeway, I slammed on the
brakes, as there was an accident in front of me, and the regenerative brakes did not activate
when slamming on the brakes. The standard ABS disk brakes, without regenerative braking, are
not sufficient enough to stop the vehicle in an emergency instance such as this. This is either
an issue with the regenerative brakes initializing when they are needed which is a known issue
with the hybrid model of the Volkswagen jetta , or the standard anti-lock disk brakes not being
sufficient enough to stop the car according to the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards and
regulations by the us department of transportation. The standard that this vehicle fails is:
"standard no. Hello, the brakes on the new Jetta hybrid are very difficult to control. When I told
my dealer, I was told that the brakes behaved as intended. A google search for "Jetta hybrid
brakes feel weird" showed multiple reports on strange behaving brakes. I think this is a safety
issue. I cannot come to a smooth, steady stop. Either it is too fast or too slow and I have to slam
on the brakes at the end. I think VW should be required to make the brakes on the Jetta hybrid
safer and retrofit vehicles already on the road. Thank you for your consideration. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. Time will tell if these adjustments start falling apart.
Last night I parked my Jetta in a business parking lot and went in the building. I did what I
always do and cranked my emergency brake, particularly since I have a manual transmission.
The parking lot had a slight incline. A few minutes later, according to witnesses, the car began
to roll and crashed into a brick pillar. Upon inspection, I verified that the emergency brake had
been cranked. I filed a police report and they verified the same thing. Upon entering the vehicle,
I dropped the brake down and pulled it back up. This time the brake was much looser than it had
been previously. This morning I brought it to the dealership and explained what happened. After
inspection, they claimed that everything was in sound mechanical shape and refused to do
anything. I don't know what to do. I don't want to pay for the damage, considering that
something went wrong beyond my control. I'm also leary about parking it on any other incline
for fear that it will do the same thing and potentially hurt somebody. Absolutely frustrating! If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 1 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Jetta problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Volkswagen mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A
free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil
icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go.
No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Volkswagen Jetta Brake. Shop
Volkswagen Jetta Brake Parts. And with the official VW Online Store, you can find the parts you
need to help keep it running the way it was made to. Authentic VW Brake replacement parts fit
and perform like factory originalsâ€”so you can be confident theyre the right option for your
vehicle. Your Nearest Dealers. Lou Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Frank Boucher
Volkswagen of Janesville. Elgin Volkswagen. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. Select a
Volkswagen Jetta Trim Level. S Sedan. Popular Products Quick Buy. It's tough to enjoy the road
ahead if you can't see what's coming. As one of the most crucial safety features of your
Volkswagen, it's important to make sure that your wipers are regularly maintained and
functioning correctly. Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Wipers and Wiper Blades are precisely

designed and manufactured to provide factory-grade cleaning of and debris removal from your
windshield. If you've noticed your wipers chattering, streaking or not making full contact with
your windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine VW Windshield Wipers. Quick Buy.
Neither you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance if you're not breathing clean air.
When it comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or cabin air filter, trust Genuine VW Air
Filters to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine and cabin. By filtering dirt, dust and
other debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to keep your VW's engine running at
peak performance for miles to come. And by filtering the same dust and debris from entering
your vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's premium cabin comfort for both you
and your passengers. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Keep your Volkswagen Jetta in the
same pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the lot with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Car
Care Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and Protection. Make yourself comfortable and keep
your Volkswagen Jetta protected from the rigors of daily use with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta
Comfort and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and Protection. Never drive unplugged unless
you choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Communication Accessories are designed
to work perfectly in your Volkswagen Jetta. Shop Communication. Sport and Design. Add your
own personal touches or achieve a sportier stance with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Sport and
Design Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. L
chevrolet pickup 2005
1996 jeep cherokee repair manual pdf
1998 mustang fuse box
eave nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta
Transport Accessories. Shop Transport. Make a dramatic enhancement in the profile of your
Volkswagen with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels. VW DriverGear. More than hats and tees,
discover it all. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data
Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models.

